Suppose (1) to be a cyclic equation of degree n with the relations Xi + i=<£(X*), i = l, 2, • • • , n and X n +,* = Xy connecting its roots. For simplicity of notation let cfri be the ith. iterated function of <j> so that X 2 =0(Xi) =<£i(Xi), X 3 =0(X 2 ) ==</>(<£(Xi)) = 02(Xi), and in general X*-+i=#t(Xi). By Sylvester's theorem the roots of (2) Thus the roots of (1) and (2) Since these matrices are all functions of one matrix they are commutative under multiplication and division, and since the same cyclic relations exist among the M's as among the X's, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. The field generated by the roots of any cyclic equation is isomorphic to the field generated by the matric roots of this same equation.

Consider now any integral function of the matrices
, and form its characteristic equation
by virtue of (3), and hence the roots of (4) If C m denotes the mth compound of the matrix M it is known* that the roots of the characteristic equation (5) are therefore all functions of this root. By the isomorphism of Theorem 3 the roots of (5) correspond to matrices all of which are functions of one matrix and hence are commutative under multiplication. Moreover by Theorem 3 these matrices all satisfy (5) so that (5) has its full complement of matric roots. These matric roots are, however, in general of order different from the degree of (5). 
